Spin caloritronics studies the interplay between charge-, heat-and spin-currents, which are initiated by temperature gradients in magnetic nanostructures. A plethora of new phenomena has been discovered that promises, e.g., to make wasted heat in electronic devices useable or to provide new read-out mechanisms for information. However, only few materials have been studied so far with Seebeck voltages of only some µV, which hampers applications. Here, we demonstrate that half-metallic Heusler compounds are hot candidates for enhancing spin-dependent thermoelectric effects. This becomes evident when considering the asymmetry of the spin-split density of electronic states around the Fermi level that determines the spin-dependent thermoelectric transport in magnetic tunnel junctions. We identify Co 2 FeAl and Co 2 FeSi Heusler compounds as ideal due to their energy gaps in the minority density of states, and demonstrate devices with substantially larger Seebeck voltages and tunnel magneto-Seebeck effect ratios than the commonly used Co-Fe-B based junctions.
The search for new materials and phenomena that enable, e.g., energy efficient sensors or memories, is a major driver for research in magnetism. Particularly, the emerging field of spin caloritronics 1,2 combines spintronics and thermoelectrics, and provides a variety of new effects that might enable waste heat recovery in memory and sensor devices. One of the basic phenomena is the tunnel magneto-Seebeck effect (TMS) 3, 4 , i.e., the change of the Seebeck coefficients of a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) when switching between parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) magnetization alignment. An important benefit of the TMS effect is its occurrence in MTJs. These spintronic devices are available in high quality, facilitating the implementation of the TMS into future electronics. Despite these benefits, only low TMS ratios of a few 10% and Seebeck voltages in the µV range have been obtained so far for MTJs with Co-Fe-B or Co-Fe electrodes [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . While these types of MTJs form the backbone of modern spintronics, due to their high tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) effect of several hundred percent 12 , they do not provide similarly large TMS ratios. This makes the increase of the TMS a challenging and important a) Electronic mail: tkuschel@physik.uni-bielefeld.de; www.spinelectronics.de b) Electronic mail: reiss@physik.uni-bielefeld.de task for material research. Furthermore, the connection between the TMR and TMS effects is a fundamental question [13] [14] [15] . It is predicted theoretically that the sizes of the TMR and TMS effects are not directly linked and depend on different features of the density of states (DOS) of the ferromagnetic electrodes. Theory even predicts that large TMS effects can be achieved in MTJs that exhibit no TMR 14 . However, an experimental proof has been lacking so far.
In this paper, we show that the TMS is significantly enhanced by replacing conventional Co-Fe based ferromagnets (FM) by nearly half-metallic (HM) Heusler compounds [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . We first introduce an approach to describe the thermoelectric transport in an MTJ based on the DOS of the electrode material. This simple model is a powerful tool for identifying the important parameters, e.g., the shape of the DOS and the position of the chemical potential, that a material should possess to enable high Seebeck voltages and high TMS effect ratios. (Figs. 1a-c) . In this picture, a temperature difference ∆T results in different broadenings of the occupations in the hot and cold electrode according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution. This difference in occupation generates diffusion currents between occupied (dark color) and unoccupied states (bright color). Accordingly, above the chemical potential µ electrons travel from the hot to the cold electrode, while below µ electrons travel conversely from the cold to the hot side.
For an MTJ containing two conventional FMs in the free-electron picture (DOS(E) ∝ √ E, Fig. 1a ) these opposing currents are of similar sizes, because a similar number of states is available above and below µ due to the flat DOS (∂DOS(E)/∂E is small) in proximity to µ. Only the tunneling probability is enhanced for electrons at higher energies, causing slightly more electrons to travel above µ than below. Still, the net diffusion across the barrier and, hence, the expected Seebeck voltage V = −S∆T (S: Seebeck coefficient) is small for this type of MTJ. Since this is valid for the P and the AP state of the MTJ, both Seebeck coefficients S P and S AP have similarly small values. Hence, the TMS ratio
is expected to be small in this type of MTJ. For increasing the Seebeck effect, one of the diffusion channels above or below µ has to be suppressed. This is achieved by introducing a gap similar to semiconductors (SC). Conventional SCs have already proven to be useful in spin caloritronic applications [24] [25] [26] . In SCs the size and sign of S are defined by the position of µ within the gap. S is positive, if µ is located at the bottom edge of the gap, i.e, a p-type SC, whereas S is negative, if µ is located at the top edge of the gap, i.e., an n-type SC. Hence, for gaining a large difference between S P and S AP it is desired to magnetically switch between these two types of SCs. The DOS of a ferromagnetic semiconductor (FMSC) depicted for the left cold electrode in Fig. 1b allows this switching. In the FMSC spin-up electrons (blue) occupy a p-type DOS, while spin-down electrons occupy an n-type DOS. For selecting, which of these electrons contribute to the transport, we choose a HM with a gap in the spin-up states and a metallic DOS for the spin-down electrons as a counter electrode. Since the gap is larger than the thermal activation energy in the hot HM, only the metallic spin-down DOS contributes to the transport, resulting in an n-type like behavior of the junction and, hence, a large positive S. However, when the magnetization of the FMSC is reversed, the spindown states that contribute to the tunneling process exhibit a p-type like DOS and, hence, we receive a large negative S. Clearly, this would be perfect for reading the two states of the MTJ by the Seebeck voltage.
Since experimentally realizing FMSCs is very challenging, it is desirable to find another more accessible material class that also fulfills the properties of an FMSC|HM MTJ. Heusler compounds are a very promising substitute for the FMSC (Fig. 1c) , since some of them, such as Co 2 FeSi (Fig. 1d) , also reveal an n-type gap in the spin-down DOS. However, they do not possess a p-type gap, but a metallic DOS in the spin-up channel. Thus, when combined with a HM, we only achieve a switching between an n-type like transport in the AP state and a metallic behavior in the P state of the MTJ (Fig. 1c) . Our model therefore predicts a large positive Seebeck coefficient, i.e., a negative Seebeck voltage (V = −S∆T ), in the AP state and a strongly reduced Seebeck effect in the P state. Hence, we expect that a Heusler | HM MTJ simultaneously provides a high TMS ratio and a large Seebeck voltage in the AP state.
For experimentally realizing this device, we use the Heusler compounds Co 2 FeSi and Co 2 FeAl in combination with an MgO barrier and a Co-Fe based counter electrode. Co-Fe on its own is not a HM, but when combined with a crystalline MgO barrier the tunneling process becomes coherent. Under these conditions, the electrons contributing to the tunneling process reveal a HM nature 27 . For checking the properties of the Heusler compounds Co 2 FeSi and Co 2 FeAl, we have performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations 21 of the spin-resolved DOS (Figs. 1d-f). In the minority DOS, Co 2 FeSi has a pseudogap right below the chemical potential, while a large number of unoccupied states is found directly above µ. On the contrary, the majority DOS is rather flat around µ. Hence, this DOS perfectly resembles the ideal DOS for a high TMS as sketched in Fig. 1c . Co 2 FeAl in the full-Heusler L2 1 ordering is predicted to have a pseudogap that is positioned relatively symmetrical around µ (Fig. 1f) . Accordingly, a much smaller Seebeck effect is expected. However, Co 2 FeAl does not crystalize in the full-Heusler structure, but energetically prefers the less-ordered B2 ordering, which results in a less pronounced gap. Additionally, the large number of states above µ is shifted closer towards µ. Thus, similar TMS effects are expected for Co 2 FeSi in the L2 1 ordering and Co 2 FeAl in the B2 ordering. Only the absolute Seebeck coefficients are expected to be slightly larger for Co 2 FeSi due to the wider gap and larger asymmetry.
To experimentally explore the tunneling properties, we performed tunneling spectroscopy with dI/dV measurements (see Supplementary Note 5 including Ref. 28 ). The data show that none of the used MTJs show a pure parabolic dependence of dI/dV on the voltage V , revealing either coherent tunneling for the CoFeB case or strong deviations of the DOS from an s-like band with DOS(E) ∝ √ E. Furthermore, x-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy, and x-ray fluorescence have been used to proof the excellent quality of our samples (see Supplementary Note 2 Experimentally determined TMS effects. For experimentally determining the thermoelectric properties of the MTJs, we generate a temperature gradient across the barrier and record the Seebeck voltages for the two magnetic configurations of the MTJ. For heating we use a diode laser (wavelength 635 nm) that is modulated on/off at a frequency of 13 Hz for the high impedance Heusler MTJs and at 1.5 kHz for the lower impedance Co-Fe-B MTJs. The beam is focussed on top of a gold transducer placed above the MTJ. The spot size on the transducer is adjusted according to the size of the MTJs to guarantee a homogenous heating. The generated Seebeck voltages are amplified by a high impedance amplifier and afterwards fed into a lock-in amplifier set to voltage mode. Thus, all Seebeck voltages are given as the effective values of the first harmonic of the lock-in amplifier. In a DC experiment the values are expected to be twice as high 5 . For time dependent investigations, e.g., checking the saturation of the signal, the voltages are recorded with an oscilloscope (see also Supplementary Note 3). We have published a detailed description of the setup used in this work in Ref. Furthermore, these pads assure that the laser is fully absorbed by the Au layer and only the heat is transferred to the functional layers of the MTJ. Figure 2a displays the Seebeck voltage of a Co 2 FeSi MTJ for different heating powers in dependence on an external magnetic field. The characteristic minor-loop of an exchanged-biased MTJ is clearly recognizable. Moreover, the MTJ exhibits a nearly identical switching behavior of the Seebeck voltage and the resistance (Fig. 2b , see also Supplementary Note 3). We further detected the same behavior when directly measuring the Seebeck current (cf. Supplementary Note 4) . This is expected, because in the TMS as well as in the TMR effect the spin-dependent transport is altered by changing the magnetization alignment of the FM layers of the MTJ. The Seebeck voltage rises linearly with applied laser power, i.e., enhanced temperature difference across the barrier (Fig. 2c) . The largest values reached in our experiments are V AP ≈ −664 µV and V P ≈ −370 µV at 150 mW heating power. This yields a TMS ratio of -80%. For lower heating powers the absolute TMS effect ratio is even enhanced, reaching its highest value of -86% at 10 mW heating power. The base temperatures achieved by the laser heating reach from 300 K at 10 mW to 351 K at 150 mW (cf. Supplementary Note 7 including Refs. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] ). This trend shows that large TMS ratios and Seebeck voltages are observed at various heating powers, i.e., different temperature gradients and base temperatures.
To ensure that the spin dependent thermovoltages are only generated by the MTJ and not by the FM bottom lead, we have forced the MTJ into a dielectric breakdown by applying a bias voltage of 4 V. The MTJ does not show any TMR after this treatment. The subsequently determined Seebeck voltages at unchanged irradiation conditions only reach -2.2 µV at 150 mW heating power. Furthermore, the dependence of the Seebeck voltage on the external magnetic field vanishes (cf. Supplementary Note 6). Hence, we can fully attribute the high TMS to the intact Heusler based MTJ. (3) 42 (cf. Supplementary Note 1). In these samples only the TiN layer serves as a common bottom lead. Accordingly, FM materials only remain in the MTJ pillars. The choice of an insulating substrate and a non-FM lead ensures that a response of the Seebeck effect to an external magnetic field has its origin solely in the MTJ pillars. Figure 3a displays the Seebeck voltage of a Co 2 FeAl MTJ for different heating powers in dependence on an external magnetic field. The characteristic bow-tie shaped switching of a pseudo spin-valve is clearly recognizable. Again, the MTJ shows a nearly identical switching of the Seebeck voltage and the resistance (Fig. 3b , see also Supplementary Note 3), and the Seebeck voltage rises linearly with applied laser power. Once more, a similar behavior has been observed when directly measuring the Seebeck current (cf. Supplementary Note 4). A TMS of −93% ± 2% is found for all applied heating powers, i.e, these Co 2 FeAl based MTJs show a nearly constant TMS over a wide range of base temperatures. For the largest heating power of 150 mW, the Seebeck voltages reach V AP = −442 µV and V P = −227 µV yielding a switching ratio of nearly -95%.
TMS in Co
The small variation of the TMS ratio with laser power in these Co 2 FeSi and Co 2 FeAl based MTJs indicates a correspondingly small influence of the base temperature. This apparently weak temperature dependence is a favorable property for possible applications of the TMS such as a read-out of the information stored in the magnetic state of the MTJ.
Although (Fig. 4a) . The absolute value of the TMS ratio in Co 2 FeAl is nearly twice as high as in the Co-Fe-B based MTJs. However, when comparing the TMR of the two materials we find exactly the opposite (Fig. 4b) . The different effect sizes clearly reveal the different influence of the DOS on the two effects, and point out that MTJs with a high TMR do not necessarily generate a high TMS. This has already been predicted theoretically [13] [14] [15] , but a reliable experimental prove had been missing up to now.
The favorable properties of the Heusler compound MTJs become even more clear when comparing multiple MTJs with Co 2 FeAl and Co 2 FeSi electrodes to MTJs containing different Co-Fe-B (Fig. 4c-e Finally, we estimate the Seebeck coefficients of the MTJs for enabling a quantitative comparison of their properties. As known from literature 3, 5, 6 , the necessary determination of the temperature difference between the upper and the lower electrode of the MTJ is the most challenging aspect. Here, the temperature profile of each sample type is simulated by finite element methods (cf. Supplementary Note 7) , and the Seebeck coefficient S = −V /∆T is calculated from the Seebeck voltage and the temperature difference between the electrodes (Tab. I). Again, a larger value of S is found for the Heusler compound based MTJs. Furthermore, the sign of the Seebeck voltage and coefficient are reversed, when replacing Co-Fe-B by a Heusler compound. We find S AP up to 1703 µVK −1 for the Co 2 FeSi based MTJ, while for the Co-Fe-B based MTJ we only find −818 µVK −1 . Nonetheless, we would like to emphasize that the temperature differences determined by finite element methods can be quite inaccurate. Particularly, the thermal conductivity of the nanometer-thick MgO barrier is a subject discussed in literature 3, 9, 37, 43 . Hence, the presented Seebeck coefficients (Tab. I) can only be compared to values obtained with the same method, e.g., in Refs. 3, 5, and 6, while the absolute values should be considered with great care.
For applications, however, the exact value of the Seebeck coefficient is of secondary interest. A large Seebeck voltage, as well as a high and stable readout contrast between the P and the AP state that can be used for further signal processing are of larger importance. With our direct comparison of Heusler-and Co-Fe-B based MTJs, we have shown that MTJs based on Heusler compounds are able to provide a favorable combination of TMS ratios between −80% to −120% and large Seebeck voltages of up to −664 µV.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a experimental study of the spin-dependent Seebeck effect in Heusler compound based MTJs. Replacing one of the commonly used Co-Fe-B electrodes by a HM Heusler compound largely increases the TMS ratio from several percent up to −120% and simultaneously provides Seebeck voltages of up to 664 µV. These experimental findings can be explained based on the DOS. We have introduced a simple model that allows estimating the thermal diffusion currents, and, hence, the Seebeck coefficients, only from the DOS. This model does not only explain the observed effect sizes, but it is a powerful tool for quickly screening the capability of other materials for providing high TMS based on their DOS, available from material repositories, such as AFLOW.lib 44 . Thus, the more sophisticated and time-consuming ab initio studies can be concentrated on the most promising candidate materials. Since the model has already proven its usefulness in our experiments with Heusler compounds, we expect it to be helpful in finding suitable materials for thermoelectric effects and spin caloritronic transport phenomena.
Furthermore, our discovery of a material that enables high TMS ratios paves the way to a large number of new effects. The combination of the high TMS effect, high spin-polarization, and low Gilbert damping 45 makes these Heusler compound MTJs ideal for investigating the thermal spin transfer torque in MTJs [46] [47] [48] , which is a key ingredient in the design of spin caloritronic memory de- 
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